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WRITING FROM THE MARGINS: GEOGRAPHIES

OF IDENTITY, PEDAGOGY, AND POWER
Henry A. Giroux
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania

Peter McLaren
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

The excess of language alerts us to the ways in which discourse is inextricably tied not just to the proliferation of meanings, but also to the production of individual and social identities over time within conditions of

inequality. As a political issue, language operates as a site of struggle among
different groups who for various reasons police its borders, meanings, and
orderings. Pedagogically, language provides the self-definitions upon which
people act, negotiate various subject positions, and undertake a process of
naming and renaming the relations between themselves, others, and the

world.

Educational theory is the discursive face of literacy, pedagogy, and
cultural politics. It is within theory and its concern with the prohibitions,
exclusions, and policing of language along with its classification, ordering,
and dissemination of discourse that knowledge materializes, identities are
formed and unformed, collective agents arise, and critical practice is offered
the conditions in which to emerge.
At the current moment, language is being mobilized within a populist
authoritarian ideology that ties it to a tidy relation among national identity,
culture, and literacy. As the cultural mask of hegemony, language is being
mobilized to police the borders of an ideologically discursive divide that

separates dominant from subordinate groups, whites from Blacks, and

schools from the imperatives of democratic public life.
Current attempts at providing a language for examining the process of
schooling, for conducting research in educational settings, and for gaining
greater access to a more critical understanding of the social, cultural, and
political dimensions of learning have been less than satisfactory. In fact, they
have been gravely inadequate. Educational research needs a new theory that
This is a revised version of Henry A. Giroux and Peter McLaren, "Language, Schooling and
Subjectivity: Beyond a Pedagogy of Reproduction and Resistance," in Kathryn M. Borman, Piyush

Swami, and Lonnie P. Wagstaff, eds., Contemporary Issues in U.S. Education (Norwood, New

Jersey: Ablex).

Journal of Education, Volume 174, Number 1, 1992. © Thistees of Boston University
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Crìtical Pedagogy and the Crìsis within the Language of Th

Radical pedagogy as it has been developing in both England and

United States for the last decade has drawn heavily upon particular f
of political economy, ideology critique, and cultural criticism. Its main

- and important achievement - is that it has challenged what ca

loosely termed the ideology of traditional educational theory and pra
Traditional educational research attempted the paradoxical feat of dep
cizing the language of schooling while reproducing and legitimatin
cultural and political authority of dominant groups. In opposition

traditionalists' attempt to theoretically suppress important ques

regarding the relations which obtain among knowledge, power, and d
nation, critical educational theorists were able to develop new theoret
languages and modes of criticism to suggest that schools were largely (t
not exclusively) agencies of social, economic, and cultural producti
best, public schooling offered limited mobility to members of subord
classes but, in the final analysis, served primarily as a powerful instru
for the reproduction of capitalist social relations and the dominant le
imating ideologies of ruling groups.
In spite of its success at developing insightful theoretical and poli
analyses of schooling, radical educational theory suffered from some s
flaws, the most significant being its failure to move beyond the langu

critique and domination. That is, radical educators remained mire
language that linked schools primarily to the ideologies and practi
domination. In this view, schools were seen almost exclusively as agen
of social reproduction, producing obedient workers for industrial cap
Radicals generally dismissed school knowledge as a form of bour
ideology, and often portrayed teachers as being trapped in an apparat
domination that worked with a relentless precision and lockstep certa
Of course, the reproductive model of schooling became more and

sophisticated theoretically over time. Critical theorists used it to explo

role schools have played in capital accumulation, ideological legitim
and production of knowledge necessary to carry on the increasing de

of a changing capitalist society. But, while the theory was extended to

of wider concerns such as gender relations and the political econom
publishing, its underlying logic did not change. It still provides a mo
which everything operated within and in response to the logic of capita
bluntly, the reproductive theory of schooling is a reactive mode of ana
one that repeatedly oversimplifies the complexity of social and cultura
It ultimately ignores the need to create a theoretical discourse that tr
scends the imperatives of possibility within existing capitalist configur
of power. The major failure of this position has been that it prevents

educators from developing a programmatic language in which the
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Fourth, radical educational theory has vastly underplayed the i

portance of redefining the actual roles that teachers might play as eng
critics and intellectuals in both the classroom and as part of a wider m
ment for social change. Tfeachers have been worked on but not include
self-determining agents of political and pedagogical change. For example

have rarely addressed the role that teachers might play in alliance

parents and others as part of a wider educational and socio-political mo
ment. Such alliances between teachers and the parents of Black, Latino,
low-income white children have been widespread during the Reagan-Bu
era. For example, in Chicago parents joined with teachers in creating th
Parent Equalizers of Chicago, headed by Dorothy Tillman. As a result of
movement, hundreds of parents were educated about the workings of
school system, how to get actively involved in the schools, and how to
elected to various levels of policymaking boards. These parents got rid of

Mastery Learning Reading Program, created Local School Improvem
Councils, and have played an active role in promoting school criticism

educational reform. This is exactly the type of movement that rad

educational theorists need to take into account when we write about pre
day schools and the role of teachers. We have to be alert for signs of pote
change in the schools, in the direction of greater democracy.

Language and Reality: Conceptual Underpinnings

In order to address some of the problems we have underscored in t
previous section, we want to focus on the need for a more comprehens
theoretical language that is capable of conceiving schools as complex sit
which cannot be understood solely within the modalities of reproducti
or resistance theory. Part of the project of transforming our understan

of schooling is how we talk about the process of schooling itself. This, in tur

involves a struggle over the theoretical and ethical vocabulary we employ
analyzing how schools work and function in our society. We want to ar

that the purpose of developing a critical language of schooling is no
describe the world more objectively, but to create a more ethically

powering world which encourages a greater awareness of the way in w
power can be mobilized for the purposes of human liberation. Critical ed
tional theory needs a language that understands how experience is produ

legitimated, and organized as a central aspect of pedagogy. We need
examine language and its production as a form of historical argume
furthermore, we need a language that is critical about its own mechani
of authority. The critical educational language which we envision is one
which difference is seen as a site of both affirmation and remaking, a
negotiated and complex critical practice in which the possibility
democratic public life becomes a central referent of both critique
possibility.
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call ideology - it tends to masquerade as "fixed truths" or "existing fac
about the social world, as if such facts were immune to particular rela
of power or material interests. Language, however, is always situated wi
ideology and power/knowledge relations that govern and regulate the ac
of particular interpretive communities to specific language practices. A
this is no less true of the language that we, as educators, employ in orde
both understand theoretically our own work with students and to t
them. Meanings of any event or experience are only available through
language selected by the particular interpretive community wishing to re
such events intelligible. Language is always located in discourses or fam
of ideas and the range of discourses is always limited or "selective" since

dominant culture has legitimated and made available certain discou

while discrediting and marginalizing others. The space of meaning is alw
a colonized space in which necessity has already been inscribed by cultu

codes and the broader field of political, economic, and social relati

Language can therefore be used to frame and legitimate different readin
the world. It is both a symptom and a cause of our cultural understandin

Language and Subjectivity
An important point about language, emphasized by Richard Brown

others, is that the language we use always implies a partisan polit

"advocacy of realities"; it always acts as a form of "persuasive symboliza
- that is, it always acts rhetorically (Brown, 1987, pp. 97-117). The idea
which Brown is stressing is that truth is not independent of the politica
linguistic processes and purposes by which it is evoked. In other words, t
cannot be named outside of its rhetorical dimensions. In this sense we can

agree with Robert Scholes that language in some sense always contains an
aspect of violence and alienation in that as part of the process of naming
reality it separates human beings from that, the thing, that is named (Scholes,

1985, pp. 111-112). Moreover, every time we use language, we engage in a
highly partisan socio-political act. Using language is partisan and political
because each time we use it, we embody how cultural processes have been
written on us and how we in turn write and produce our own scripts for
naming and negotiating reality. We both produce language and are produced
in it. We can claim no diplomatic immunity from the consequences of the
language we employ. Identity largely resides within the rhetorical dimensions of language, that is, within the political and linguistic processes by
which it is summoned into being (Brown, 1987, p. 81). The language we use
to read the world determines to a large extent the way we think and act in
and on the world (Volosinov, 1973).
If it is true that we make sense of social reality through language which
is always replete with a range of discourses supported by material interests
and forms of social power, then it follows that through language we are
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upon discourse, social structure, repetition, memory, and affective investment to maintain a sense of coherence in a world of constant change. We

prefer this term because it stresses the fact that a subject position is a
standpoint taken up by a speaker within a discourse which may be affirmed

or opposed to the positions taken up by other speakers. Discourses are

invested in material and institutional forms and governed by discursive practices which, after Foucault, refer to the anonymous historical rules that
govern what can be said and what must remain unsaid, who can speak with
authority and who must listen (see McLaren, 1989) . From the perspective of
schooling, a discourse can be defined as a "regulated system of statements"
that establish differences between fields and theories of education (Smith &

Zantiotis, 1989). Since discourses emerge from and are constitutive of

particular configurations of power, they are necessarily tied to an ideological
position. Discourses are ideological not simply as reflections of an economic

base, but in their effects of power. As such, they may be considered in
themselves material practices. Discourses locate history not in the register

of a universalized notion of truth, but rather in that of signifying practices

(Kaplan, 1987, p. 23). Such signifying practices are taken up with a politics
of location or from the positionality of the individual which is informed by

race, class, gender, sexual orientation, and other social and cultural

determinations.

We usually consent to assuming subject positions which are familiar to
us and in which we feel comfortable. It is through the textual grammar of
discourse (i.e., the rules by which meanings are generated) that we constitute ourselves as a polity and we also note, along with Richard Brown, that
"transformation of the grammars of a polity is a definition of revolution"

(Brown, 1987, p. 128). We argue that discourses do not totally cement

identities or subjectivities but produce a range of subject positions around
which subjectivities tend to cluster and/or resist each other (Donald, 1985,
p. 344).

Language, Experience, and Praxis
The importance of language resides in the fact that it is through language

that we both name experience and act as a result of how we interpret that
experience. This is important not only for researchers attempting to understand the process of schooling but also for students who are attempting to
critically analyze their everyday experience. The struggle over how to name

and transform experience is one of the most crucial issues in critical

pedagogy and the fight for social change. This struggle is, in part, influenced
by the struggle over language and how it is employed. As a socially organized
and culturally produced human practice, language never acts on its own but
only in conjunction with readers, their social locations, their histories, and
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language enables us to interpret our experience then it follows that lang
is also constitutive of subjectivity. We have noted that experience does
speak for itself, outside the frames of reference (discourses) associated w
the language we select or are given in order to make sense of that experi
The serious issue here deals with the ways in which we have been inser
into language both as teachers and students. To reflectively situate ourse
in discourse - in language - is to historicize our role as social agents. If
think only those thoughts which we already have the words to express ,

our presence in history remains static. Part of the state of this cri
reflected in the unavailability of subject positions in which student

permitted to practice forms of radical critique and engage in social prac
informed by a commitment to establishing a more democratic social or

Teachers and students are given subject positions in language wh
govern their range of perspectives in interpreting the world. Acce

particular forms of subjectivity is also regulated by the act of reading it
in addition to institutionalized social relations and power relations whi

often provide the context for privileging certain readings on the basis of rac

class, and gender. Take the example of gender-constructed subjectivitie
Chris Weedon points out, dominant discourses of female sexuality defi
sexuality among women as naturally passive and construct definitions
femininity which privilege a woman's subordinate role in the social or
(Weedon, 1987, p. 36). Women's interests are subordinated to the interes
men through the exercise of patriarchical discourses. On this note, Lesli
Rabine remarks that "the very structures of Western language exclude w
and can function only through the silencing of women and the repres

of feminine sexual desires" and that our future existence depends u

"overcoming androcentric structures of subjectivity" (Rabine, 1987-198
p. 21). If subjectivity is structured by language, then the struggle beco

developing new forms of subjectivity and language which can integ

themselves into social struggles (p. 21). This oppression through langua
no less true of the authorial discourses found in school classrooms than th

found in medical consulting rooms, courts of law, or theories of schoo
Our subjectivities are constructed in language through the play of discou
and the subject positions which we consent to assume. Discourses ca
be understood outside the institutional patterns, forms of transmissio

social practices, and material interests which inform and sustain th

Language, in itself, is not naturally gender-specific but the subject posit
we assume within certain discourses are indeed gendered and are suppo
by patriarchal social and institutional power (Weedon, 1987, p. 173).
Tèxts create particular meanings and modes of understanding that n

to be investigated. In our classrooms, we are beginning to recognize
paucity of texts of women's historical resistance to patriarchy (wh

amounts to the very silencing of women) which has deprived students of
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1988, p. 121). It is in the arena of the social imaginary that critical peda
as a form of cultural politics can make a necessary intervention. In rec
nizing that individuals are produced through the clash of conflicting d

courses and subject positions, critical pedagogy can help us to criti
interrogate those discourses, allowing us to develop a sense of "cri

agency." Agency, in this case, refers to the ability of individuals to anal
subjectivity, reflect upon subject positions they have assumed, and cho
those which are the least oppressive to themselves, to others, and to soc

as a whole.

What this means pedagogically for critical educators is not easy to
articulate. For students this means teaching them to read texts as languages
constructed through the ordering of particular codes which name and legitimate reality and social identities in specific ways. Students need to learn how
to read not as a process of submission to the authority of the text but as a
dialectical process of understanding, criticizing, and transforming. They need
to write and rewrite the stories in the texts they read so as to be able to more

readily identify and challenge, if necessary, how such texts actively work to
construct their own histories and voices. Reading a text must be a way of
learning how to choose, how to construct a voice, and how to locate oneself

in history. This amounts to intervening differently in one's own self

formation and the self formation of others. Since discourses which work

through language lead to particular social and institutional practices, a
knowledge of the discourses that inform our subjectivities can lead to the
construction of new forms of subjectivities, social relations, and institutional
arrangements more hospitable to equality and social justice. For teachers and
educational researchers this means being able to recognize the limitations

which mainstream social theory has placed on the way we understand
schooling and its relationship to the wider society and how this has shaped

our subjectivities as intellectuals engaged in naming and producing a

particular view of the world.
We all speak from complex subject positions, which amounts to saying
that we can never escape ideology or the effects of discourse. Subject positions, as we have noted, grant us the illusion of being temporarily fixed as
autonomous authors of meaning and agents of social practice. The point is
not to lament our lack of total autonomy but to actively engage in forms of
"critical agency" by learning how to negotiate, translate, resist, and transform

power arrangements and interests which are legitimated by uncritically
assuming particular subject positions. What we are guarding against here is
the overdetermination of language in the production of the social subject.
As Richard Johnson notes, we must take seriously the notion of political will
and the discursive self-production of subjects (Johnson, 1986/87, p. 69).
The issue, of course, is how through the language of educational analysis teachers have become produced as social subjects and how this affects
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offers the opportunity for a discursive practice whose identity and poli
value can only be understood in particular circumstances, informed by
historical conjuncture that gives it meaning. As Bruce Robbins puts it,

real debate over theory is about both the specific ideological conten

various theoretical discourses and the "circumstances that give these id
their limits and their cogency" (Robbins, 1987/88, p. 9). At issue he
whether the language of theory works in the interest of making the fam
strange, acknowledging difference as the basis for a public philosophy
rejects totalizing theories which view the other as a deficit, and provid
questions the dominant culture finds too dangerous to raise. What man
"radical" educators forget is that the importance of language as a theore
practice derives from its power as a critical and subversive discourse. To j

theory next to the simple yardstick of clarity more often than not represen

a specific theoretical discourse incapable of reflecting on its own pract
within the present historical conjuncture, a practice that has more to do

a defense of the status quo than it does with a viable politics of the
language, and schooling.
In addition to arguing against the concern for clarity over that of
political project that language seeks to illuminate and further, we also

wary of the new poststructuralist discourses which often fetishize the t
at the expense of those whom its analysis is supposed to serve. We would
to make clear at the outset that the type of critical language that we a
advocating does not endorse, as do deconstructionists such as Derrida, t

position of anti-referentiality (the denial of the possibility of prese

perception, and also experience, which is implied in the claim that we ne

experience anything because we encounter only deferred traces of things, tha
is, only a structure of infinite referral or pure differences in which there ar

only traces prior to any entity to which they refer). Similarly, we do not wi

to erase the world by arguing that reference is simply a mirage of lang
This is not the same as arguing for unmediated perception or to claim
the world is not textualized by relations of power and interest; rather,
in the words of Robert Scholes, to assert that language accommodates re
as much as constructs it, that "human language intervenes in a world t
has already intervened in language" (Scholes, 1985, p. 112). We are in no
suggesting that poststructuralist and deconstructive social theory i
totality is to be rejected. Such a position is ludicrous and fails to underst
many of the important theoretical gains made by various proponents arg
from these perspectives. We are especially impressed with the poststru
turalist argument which asserts that there are no grand theories with w

to justify social practices as neutral and apolitical - that is, outside

ideology and beyond historical specificity and struggle. Moreover we f
endorse those deconstructive and poststructuralist approaches which sug
that the Enlightenment conceptions of knowledge, truth, objectivity,
reason are the effects of asymmetrical forms of social power.
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For the generation whose sensibilities were shaped by the sixties, the
anarchistic irreverence of deconstruction holds a profound attraction. For
those who still remember the slogans of the past well enough to think
of themselves as having sold out, as having been co-opted by the establishment, the verbal or textual posture offered by deconstructive discourse
is almost irresistible. Its appeal is so strong because it allows a displacement of political activism into a textual world where anarchy can become
the establishment without threatening the actual seats of political and
economic power. Political radicalism may thus be drained off or sublimated into a textual radicalism that can happily theorize its own disconnection from unpleasant realities. (Scholes, 1988, p. 284)

Within the context of higher education in the United States, deconstruction has narrowed the range and substance of resistance by displacing

older categories of oppression such as class, gender, and race (Giroux &

Simon, 1988); similarly, it has undermined the notion of agency at a time
when many subordinate groups are trying to locate themselves as part of a
wider social movement for cultural, economic, and political justice. It is with
this sentiment in mind that Barbara Christian writes:
The new emphasis on literary critical theory is as hegemonic as the world
which it attacks. I see the language it creates as one which mystifies rather
than clarifies our condition, making it possible for a few people who know

that particular language to control the critical scene - that language

surfaced, interestingly enough, just when the literature of peoples of color,

of black women, of Latin Americans, of Africans began to move to "the
center." (1987, p. 55)
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Developing a Discourse of Crítical Pedagogy and
Critical Literacy
In this final section we attempt to offer an outline of an approach

teaching which takes seriously the question of knowledge produc

through language and experience. Critical pedagogy takes as one of its
fundamental aims an understanding of how the socially constructed

often contradictory experiences and needs of students might be m

problematic so as to provide the basis for exploring the interface betw
their own lives and the constraints and possibilities within the wider s
order. Traditionally, radical educators have emphasized the ideological na
of knowledge (either as a form of ideology-critique or as ideologically cor
content to get across to students) as the primary focus for critical educat
work. Central to this perspective is a view of knowledge that suggests
it is produced in the head of the educator or teacher/theorist and not in

interactional and primarily cultural engagement expressed through

process of writing, talking, debating, and struggling over what counts
legitimate knowledge. Within this perspective, the production of knowl
is limited to what goes on outside of the classroom, and the ways in w

teachers, students, and texts interact to produce particular readings and form

of knowledge are generally ignored. A critical theory of schooling nee
acknowledge that the pedagogical process itself represents an impor
aspect of the production of knowledge in classrooms. This is crucial not
in order to understand how students actively draw upon their own cul

resources in order to produce meaning, but also because it theoreti
legitimates the various forms of investments that students make in
learning process itself. Pedagogy itself is not merely concerned w
transmitting knowledge; it is primarily concerned with how knowledg

productive of both meaning and affect, how it comes into being as a cul
currency that resonates and extends the interests that both teachers a
students legitimate within the context of the classroom.
The type of critical pedagogy of language and experience that deriv
from the productive and interactive processes that make up the classro
encounter is fundamentally concerned with student experience in a th
fold sense. First, the concept of student experience is validated as a prim
source of knowledge and student subjectivity is seen as a multilayered, o
contradictory repository of meanings. In this perspective, experience a
subjectivity do not collapse into the humanist notion of the integrated
as the source of all actions and behavior (although this position has ten
to avoid looking at how memory and history work to provide some sens
fluid continuity to the self). Similarly, if student experience is viewed
constituted out of difference and rooted in contradictory discursive an
nondiscursive practices, then both the experiences that students bring
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Giroux, 1988.)
Third, a radical discourse of pedagogy needs to incorporate a viable
theory of critical literacy, one which in this case focuses on the interests and
assumptions that inform the generation of knowledge itself. This is particularly important for developing a pedagogy, as Paulo Freire would put it,
for both reading the world and reading the word (see Freire & Macedo, 1988).
School texts are, for the most part, the products of the interests that
inform dominant social and cultural groups. Critical literacy attempts to

destabilize the constellations of reified facts and to defamiliarize the domes-

ticating myths which often serve to legitimate existing relations of power
and privilege among dominant groups. Tfexts are interrogated for what they
do not say - for their "structured silences" - as well as for what they do say.
lb operate from a position of critical literacy is to recognize that knowledge
never speaks for itself (see Giroux, 1987). Even the alleged great works of

literature do not transcend history or the contextual specificity of the

discourses which generated them; to argue that these works deserve to be
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universally conserved regardless of the particular characteristics of

students whom the curriculum is intended to serve is to fail to make this

recognition. That is, knowledge must not be presented as inexorably given
and self-justified by its academic valoration through the ages but must be
approached as a form of production with a view to the socially constitutive

nature of both readers and texts. In this way educators can come to

understand why, for instance, the high-status knowledge of classic literary
works has become the only kind of knowledge deemed immutable and sacred
enough to warrant its inclusion in the proposed "national" curriculum and

why the subjugated knowledges of economically disadvantaged groups,
women, and minorities are insistently denigrated.

A pedagogy of critical literacy must do more than interrogate and
demystify the interests that inform dominant knowledge forms; it must also
include and bring to the center of the curriculum those forms of knowledge
that constitute the spheres of the everyday and the popular. These are forms
of knowledge which constitute student experience; they are also part of those
wider cultural formations that promote forms of manipulation unmatched
historically in this country. Mass and popular knowledge is deconstructed
as part of a critical theory of teaching and learning. Educators need to acquire

more knowledge about how students invest themselves in such mass and
popular knowledge forms; they need to understand how such knowledge
forms operate through various circuits of power: their production in the
economy, their legitimation in the mass market, and their appropriation by
students. For critical literacy to be effective, it must be embedded in the
concrete lived conditions of the students themselves. In this regard, it is
especially important to explore the connection between student alienation
and classroom resistance to new narrative forms currently being constructed
in the domain of the popular. A critical literacy situates itself in the intersec-

tion of language, culture, power, and history - the nexus in which the
subjectivities of students are formed through incorporation, accommodation, and contestation. The struggle is one that involves their history,
their language, and their culture. What makes literacy "critical" is its ability
to make the learner aware of how relations of power, institutional structures,
and models of representation work on and through the learner's mind and
body to keep him or her powerless, imprisoned in a culture of silence. In fact,
a critical perspective demands that the very ideological process of language
itself be interrogated.
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In sum, what a critical pedagogy of language and experience attempts
to do is to provide students with "counter-discourses" or "resistant subject
positions" - in short, with a new language of analysis - through which they
can assume a critical distance from their more familiar subject positions in
order to engage in a cultural praxis better designed to further the project of
social transformation. We need to assist students to inquire into the historical
specificity of the production of their own subject positions and modes of
sociality and their place in today's hegemonic network of social power. Power,
as we have seen, is exercised through forms of subjectivity, which means that
the subject positions which we assume uncritically and without a knowledge
of more progressive alternatives can lead to the production of oppressive
social practices. Of course, developing a critical pedagogy of language and
experience for use with students can only follow from the development and
employment of a new theoretical language for educators who wish to further
their critical understanding of how schools work within the context of the

larger society, and how they help to construct the subjectivities of the

students who spend time within their walls for a significant portion of their
young lives.

Clearly, critical pedagogy has performed an important service by
illuminating through a language of critique conditions involving schools, the
wider society, and the exercise of cultural power that might otherwise remain

obscure or hidden. Its major ideological and political service has been to
unravel the manner in which schools reproduce the logic of capital through
the ideological and material forms of domination that structure the lives of
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students from various class, ethnic, and gendered groups. But in order to mo

beyond simply changing our opinion of schooling through a disclosure

schooling's oppressive conditions, it is necessary to embrace a diffe

language of theoretical analysis which is capable of radically reshaping
very understanding of the school/society relationship. To achieve this,
hermeneutical net from which our current understandings of schooling
drawn must be restrung in order to capture a greater contextual un
standing of the relation of schooling to economies of privilege and cir
of power at work in the larger society. A transformation of the oppress

dimensions of schooling must be preceded by a transformation of
language we use to speak about, and therefore comprehend, interpret,
criticize, the process and purpose of schooling.

Students as Cyborgs

While it is true that no language of theory has a privileged relation
reality, we want to emphasize the importance of pushing and reconfigur
the boundaries of the languages we use to understand the social life of
classroom and larger society in order to confront critically the new form
literacies that are remaking both students and teachers within postmo
cultural contexts. Literacies are not just about language but also refer to
effects that cultural politics and social relations of power have upon the
of interpretation and the generation of meaning.
Jane Flax (1990, p. 222) writes that
Like the use of languages, interpretation of meaning is not a purely private

or unbounded process, but the rules may be so much a part of the game

that it is hard to bring them to consciousness. Nor can the rules be

understood solely within or generated by language because language and
discursive rules both reflect and are located within complex contexts of
social relations and power.

In attempting to provide an analysis of postmodern texts of identi
postmodern theorists (who are predominantly male) have failed to deco
struct their own acts of repression that, as part of a phallocentric tex
economy, have marginalized or obscured women's acts of agency and mas

(Flax, 1990, p. 215). Critical pedagogy needs to develop modes of de
structive analysis in which discourses of women do not depend on

congruences between what patriarchy assigns to women and the pervas
social meanings associated in our culture with being female.
One of the challenges we see in constructing a language and politics
representing social life and transforming our relations within it consist
examining new technologies, systems of significations, and reading prac
that make few appeals to current standards of rationality. We are referr
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In the symbolic realm there are many disparate sites and possibilities

for struggle. Yet the world of concrete social relations and the unequal
distribution of power and privilege that inform them are not simply texts to
be analyzed but formations that must be resisted, ruptured, and transformed.
In short, we need a critical pedagogy of language and experience in which the
categories of understanding differences and otherness do not prohibit other
differences from being named. We need a language that can help serve as an

instrument for the student's discursive self-shaping and as a means for
producing a collective political subject. This language is one that must be
simultaneously engaged by students, deployed in strategic ways by teachers
and cultural workers, and transformed in the interests of developing greater

educational, political, economic, and cultural justice.
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